**Restoring**

**Rail Station Refurbishment**

**Services for stations, platforms, ticket halls and the public realm**

**The challenge**

Pollution, dust, wear, tear and the relentless commuter bustle of a busy rail station plays havoc on how a station looks. From rusting metalwork of the escalators to stained station concourse and worn platform flooring, time takes its toll and the result is not very pleasing to the eye.

15 years of expertise in surface restoration has helped us to make our stamp firmly within the rail and transportation sector as one of the leading restoration specialist contractors in the UK.

**What we can do**

Due to our versatile and ever-expanding catalogue of services, it’s really more a question of “what do you need?”

Quite literally anything to do with the restoration, cleaning, maintenance or protection of any type of surface, we can help:

- Industrial & intumescent painting
- Industrial/durability coatings
- Microstrip ‘blast’ cleaning
- Deep cleaning
- Surface impregnation systems
- Epoxy & anti slip flooring
- Pest control & management
- Algae removal & control treatments
- Many more... just ask!

Many stations throughout the London Underground and Network Rail have received some TLC from our fully trained and accredited team at Community Clean, some of which include:

- King’s Cross station
- Paddington station
- Chancery Lane underground
- Many Docklands Light Railway stations

**The outcome**

We never adopt a ‘one size fits all’ approach (and never will!). Our respectful client relationships always result in the delivery of creative and value-added outcomes, with a long-lasting guarantee to boot.